Domain 1
fable

a short story that teaches a lesson

moral
personification
fiction
predict
waste
advice

lesson of the story

satisfied
bunch
greedy
balanced
pretend
company

when animals act like humans
a made up story
to say what may happen
not use something properly
idea or suggestion to help you decide
what to do
pleased or happy
a group of objects growing close
together
wanting more than you have or
deserve
stable, not going to fall
try to be or act different than you
really are
people who join you

Domain 2
organs
skeletons
digestion
blood vessels
nervous system
brain
nerves
germs
diseases
balanced diet
support
voluntary
complicated
nutritious
systems

part of the body that has a job
frame of the body that is made up of
bones
process that breaks down food
passage for blood to travel through
your body
one of the main systems of the body
that includes your brain
command center that controls how you
think and move
carries messages back and forth from
the brain to other parts of the body
bacteria or virus that is harmful
sickness or illness that harms us
healthy food from each of the food
groups
hold up something so it don’t fall
do it by choice
hard to do
healthy
parts that work together that do the
same job

Domain 3
characters
setting
plot
lesson
folktale
cherished
cautiously
fright
instructions
worthy
monstrous
deeds
commotion
cunning
scarcely

people and animals in a story
where the story takes place
what happens in the story
what we learn in the story
a story that people told over and over
again
care about something deeply
careful to avoid danger
feeling scared or full of fear
directions to follow
deserve respect, praise, or attention
very large or scary
acts or actions
noisy confusion
sly; able to trick others
barely; almost not there

Domain 6
atmosphere
gravity
orbit
planet
meteor
telescopes
constellations
astronaut
launch
solar
ancient
appearance
determined
categorize
major

bubble of air that surrounds the Earth.
force that pulls stuff to the Earth
same path over and over
a large object in space that circles
around a star for light (ex:Earth)
a rock that flies through space
a tool used to look at objects in space
a group of stars that form a picture
a person who goes into space
to lift or push an
related to the sun
very, very old or a long time ago
the way someone or something looks
committed to a decision or goal
sort into a group with other like things
big or important

Domain 7
extinct
mantle
inner core
sediments
destructive
crust
geologist
fossils
solid
pressure
varies
characteristics
surface
layer
preserved

no more of that type of animal still alive
layer between the crust and the core
solid metal ball in the center of the
Earth
pieces of dirt and rock
to destroy something
hard, thick, outer covering of the Earth
someone who studies the history of the
Earth
imprint of the remains of plants and
animals that died long ago
keeps it shape
when two forces push on each other
always changed
the color, texture, shape, and size of
something
the top most layer of something
put on top of each other
save something for the future

Domain 8
habitat
shelter
scavenger
tundra
carnivore
herbivore
omnivore
climate
hibernate
fresh water
camouflage
adapted
canopy
shallow
destroy

a place where an animal lives
a home or a safe place from weather
animals that eat the leftover parts of
food left by other animals
a cold cold habitat
an animal that eats other animals
an animal that eats ONLY plants
an animal that eats plants or animals
the type of weather some place has for
a long period of time
long sleep during winter
water that is NOT salty
blending into your surroundings
change to help you survive in your
habitat
top layer of the forest made by
branches and leaves
not deep
get rid of something

Domain 9
fantasy
tale
enchanted
problem
compare
deny
wisdom
succeed
delight
retrieved
contented
precious
rudely
because
comforted

fiction story with magic
another name for a story
under a magic spell
what the character is trying to change
the way that two things are the same
not allow something to happen
making good choices and doing what is
right
when you do well at something
something that makes you happy
bring something back
happy and satisfied
very special
not polite; mean
why something happened
when someone helps you feel better

Domain 10
government
representatives
spies
Declaration of
Independence
The Stars and
Stripes
capital
president
justice
bald eagle
symbols
freedoms
independent
struggled
wise
anniversary

the group of people who makes the
rules and laws
the people that speak for us in the
government
people who are sneaking around
a document that gave America
freedom
the flag of the United States
the place where the president lives
leader of our government
the way that people are treated fairly
our national symbol
pictures that represent something
else
what we are able to do
do something by ourselves
something that is hard to do
smart
a date that is celebrated every year

Domain 11
woodsmen
pioneers
expedition
purchase
guided
protection
emperor
barrier
translate
survive
route
dull
brave
honored
record

people who live a in the woods
people who are the first to explore a
new world
journey that people take
buy something using money or goods
to lead someone on a journey
to stop harm from coming to you
the ruler of a land
something that stops you from going on
change words from one language to
another
to stay alive
the path that you take
boring; not exciting
people who show courage
give praise or rewards
to write down information

Dear Parents,
Attached you will find all of our listening and learning
words for the ENTIRE year. Please use this as a study guide
for our students. Please keep this document in a safe place at
home.
For the test, students will listen to the teacher read a
sentence using one of the words at a time. The student needs
to be able to determine if the word is used correctly (happy
face) or if the words is used incorrectly (sad face).
An example of this is:
Satisfied
The dog was very satisfied with a small meal.
The student will listen to the teacher read this using the
word satisfied and then color in the sad face.
Please review the current domain with your child nightly.
Together, we can ensure that your child is successful in first
grade.
Thanks for all of your hard work,
The first grade teachers

